“Franco-German Careers”:
Former Students report on their Career Paths

15:00-17:00
Senatssaal at the University of Stuttgart

Welcome
Prof. Dr. Angelika VETTER and Andrea RÜCKERT (Program Leader at University of Stuttgart and Sciences Po Bordeaux)
Prof. Dr. Patricia OSTER-STERLE (President of the Franco-German University)
Mr. Nicolas EYBALIN (Consul General for the Republic of France in Baden-Württemberg)

Guests: Former students on the German-French study program

Dr. Cornelius Huppertz, FIFA 1
is an ambassador in the Foreign Office of the Federal Republic of Germany.

Matthias Sander, FIFA 9
has been News Editor for the Neue Zürcher Zeitung since 2014, after posts at various media companies, newspapers and magazines such as the Stuttgarter Zeitung, the Süddeutsche Zeitung and the DPA in Paris.

Philipp Hornung, FIFA 9
initially organized Franco-German youth encounters for the DFJW before he moved to the PR agency Open2Europe in Paris in 2013. Since 2016 he has been the International Publishing Director at Groupe Cerise, a media group with more than 100 visitors per week.

Nina Guérin, FIFA 10
is a Research Associate at the Geschwister-Scholl-Institute of the LMU Munich and carries out research primarily on EU refugee and migration policies.

Sarah Favrichon, FIFA 11
is a Junior Advisor for the InsuResilience initiative run by the Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) after a research internship on the ASA-GLEN program in New Delhi and work as a project manager on climate insurance and micro-insurance for Celcius Pro in Zürich.

Thomas de Boulliane de Lacoste, FIFA 12
after completing a postgraduate program at the College of Europe he has worked for International SOS and Control Risk in London since 2015 as a Coordinating Security Specialist Operations Manager and advises companies and government representatives on issues relating to security policy.

Hanna Petri, FIFA 12
has worked for the European Commission since 2016, in the Directorate General for International Cooperation and Development. She was previously a Junior Project Manager at the GIZ.

Héloïse Laporte, FIFA 14
obtained a Master’s in Public Affairs and Interest Representation and is now a Project Coordinator at Landesmesse Stuttgart and organizes the AMB metalworking trade fair for Tehran.
Moderators: Thomas Freisinger and Hanna Sophie Mast (students on the German-French Social Sciences study program)